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If one insists upon interpreting the Bible literally, the words of Jesus from 
our scripture lesson in Luke are troubling, to say the least.  “Whoever 
comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, 
brothers and sisters, yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple.”   
 
At least, that’s what the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible says.  
But sometimes different texts translate words differently.  So, if we turn 
instead to the Common English Bible: “Whoever comes to me and doesn’t 
hate”—oops.  No good there either.  Maybe we should try that trusty, dusty 
old translation, the King James: “If any man come to me, and hate not his 
father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, 
and his own life also” …hmmm.  Take it all the way back to the original 
Greek text and that troubling word is still there: “hate,” “detest,” “abhor.” 
 
But of course, and thankfully, we are familiar with the rhetorical device or 
figure of speech known as hyperbole.  Not to be taken literally, Hyperbole is 
extreme exaggeration used to make an emphatic point. 
 
Take some familiar examples: “I’m so hungry, I could eat a horse.”  We 
know that the speaker isn’t REALLY about to eat a horse, probably nothing 
larger than a small pony.  And if someone says, “I have a million things to 
do,” we know that it just means a very long list of tasks and projects.  And 
we know, if someone says they’re going to die laughing, they aren’t actually 
going to do that…. most of the time. 
While hyperbole is not to be taken literally, it is used to overemphasize a 
reality, much like a verbal caricature: what is real is made MORE REAL.  
 
In short, while Jesus does not remotely mean that his followers are to hate, 
despise, or abhor father, mother, spouse, children, and life itself, what he 
intends to emphasize is that there can be NO priority or loyalty, even those 
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his prospective followers would hold dearest or value most highly, that can 
exceed the disciple’s commitment to the way of God’s kingdom. 
 
And he then goes on to make a highly political statement as well—
"whoever does not carry the cross and follow me cannot be my disciple.”  
What do I mean, that’s a political statement? Crosses were common 
roadside sights along the highways and byways of Jesus’ day.  They were 
used to make a painful, public example of criminals and dissenters, of 
anyone who was a threat to law and order or the authority of the Roman 
emperor.  The cross had one meaning—the authority of the emperor is 
supreme: and THIS is what happens to those who challenge it.  You have 
been warned. 
 
Jesus is saying, even law and order, even government authority does not 
exceed the demands of discipleship.  If the government oppresses the 
poor, for example, the disciple must oppose the emperor, take up the 
cross, and defend the poor.  If the government perpetrates injustice upon 
the desperate and dispossessed, the disciple must take up the cross and 
stand against the emperor’s injustice.  The authority of the emperor is NOT 
supreme, the authority of God and of God’s kingdom is supreme.  “My 
disciples cannot follow me halfheartedly or halfway,” Jesus is emphasizing, 
and the kingdom only comes at the cost of the cross, because earthly 
systems and earthly rulers don’t welcome a competing kingdom that 
questions or opposes their power. 
 
Now why does Jesus say this, and more importantly, why does Jesus say it 
now?  The clue is to be found in the first sentence of our scripture lesson— 
“Now, large crowds were travelling with him.”  Jesus has become the show, 
he’s the main event!  People are flocking to hear him, to be healed by him, 
to get close to him.  Everywhere he goes, there is an entourage close at 
hand. 
 
And where are they following him?  Well, they haven’t thought that through. 
In the fourteenth chapter of Luke, Jesus and his closest followers are on 
the way to Jerusalem.  At this point in Luke’s gospel, we are just four page 
turns from Palm Sunday, from Jesus’ symbolic protest of both Roman 
authority with the triumphal entry and religious authority with the cleansing 
of the temple.  Such defiance may come at a high cost. Jesus is saying to 
the crowds— “Look, don’t follow me, unless you’re willing to follow me.”   
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I’m not on twitter, but I understand that if you’re generally interested in what 
a person or news outlet has to say, or you want to know the touring 
schedule of your favorite band, you “follow” them on twitter, and you will get 
a “tweet,” a message alert, any time they offer an update.  It is a way of 
keeping in touch, but at a distance, of hearing the latest scoop, or pearl of 
wisdom, or whatever else you hear on twitter.  But twitter is a way of being 
interested without necessarily being invested.  
 
Jesus is saying—I don’t want “twitter followers.” Don’t follow me at a 
distance, don’t follow me out of passing interest, don’t follow me to be with 
the in crowd, don’t follow me without knowing that to do so will CHANGE 
YOU, will CHALLENGE YOU, and it may well COST YOU…everything: 
father, mother, spouse, children, life itself.   
 
And all Jesus is doing here—is telling the crowds the truth.   
 
Let me digress by way of illustrating.  It’s about this time every year that I 
get a little twitchy, because while I like sports of all sorts, the only one I 
REALLY like is college basketball, and late summer is in that dry, desolate 
desert about midway between last season’s end and next season’s 
beginning, so it is about this time many years, that I pull out an old favorite:  
The Last Great Game, a book about the 1992 NCAA basketball game that 
lives on in the dreams of Duke fans and the nightmares of Kentucky fans.  
But the book isn’t merely about the game itself, it is about the backstories 
of both teams and of what brought them to that timeless game.   
 
Though I’m a true-blue Duke fan, it is especially interesting to read the 
story of the 1992 Kentucky team.  Duke, at the time, was a collection of 
highly recruited players, a defending national champion and the 
presumptive favorite to repeat.  And Kentucky was built around a core of 
loveable basketball mutts.  The Kentucky program was coming off of the 
damage and the disgrace of an NCAA probation—just four years earlier, it 
had been stripped of scholarships and the ability even to participate in the 
NCAA tournament.  The coach had left, all the star players had left, and the 
most promising recruits went elsewhere to greener pastures. Any dream of 
competing in the NCAA tournament seemed impossible. But Rick Pitino 
was brought in as the coach.  And when the players came in to their first 
practice, they saw a curious (and ominous) sight: 
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50-gallon trash cans, placed all around the court.  The players would find 
out the cans’ indelicate purpose after about a million wind sprints—and “a 
million wind sprints” is hyperbole, but not by much. Visit the trash can and 
keep running. 
 
The message of the trash cans was—playing on this team will have a price.  
Championships are great and everybody wants them.  But you can’t just 
want them--if you don’t sacrifice at the beginning, you’ll never hoist the 
trophy at the end. You can be on this team—but only if you’re willing to give 
everything you’ve got. That Kentucky team didn’t ultimately win—but it laid 
the foundation for three trips to the championship in the next 6 years. 
 
Jesus is sending that type of message—a setting out of the trash cans, a 
truthful demanding of everything. You don’t build a tower, without 
considering what a tower costs; you don’t set the bottom stones in place 
unless you’re prepared to lift the top stones.  Know what you’re getting into. 
 
A king doesn’t go to war without knowing the cost of war in money and 
lives. Know what you’re getting into, and if you haven’t considered the cost, 
don’t undertake the endeavor. 
 
Now the message that Jesus is sharing in our passage is consistent in the 
gospels—again and again, Jesus challenges “twitter followers” to become 
actual disciples.  We think of the story of the rich young ruler who comes to 
Jesus saying, “What must I do to inherit eternal life (and as I shared a 
couple weeks ago, eternal life does not mean to live forever in heaven, it 
means what must I do to enter God’s kingdom now and hereafter, what 
must I do to live fully and truly)?   
And Jesus replies, “You know the commandments—don’t murder, don’t 
commit adultery, don’t steal.  Honor your father and mother.”  And the man 
replies, “I’ve done all of these since my youth.”  Jesus says, “There is still 
one thing lacking: sell all that you own and give the money to the poor and 
follow me.”  And the man goes away sad, because he has one allegiance 
that is stronger than his commitment to follow the Way.  He’s willing to do 
ALMOST anything for the kingdom.  Almost. 
 
Or again, we think of the parable of the Good Samaritan, where a lawyer 
seeks to pin Jesus down on just who the neighbor is that he is supposed to 
love, or just where the concept of neighbor ends, and Jesus blows up the 
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definition of neighbor to include anyone and everyone.  There are no buts, 
no exceptions. 
 
The kingdom, it turns out cannot embrace anyone except this, and cannot 
demand anything except that.  Otherwise, it is a lesser kingdom, a kingdom 
not yet come.   
 
It all takes us back to the original scripture—family allegiances are good—
to father, to mother, to spouse to children—but if those are a disciple’s 
highest allegiance, then the disciple will consider what family demands over 
what the kingdom demands, or will prioritize nuclear family over God’s 
family.  The kingdom blows open the concept of family in the same way 
that the parable of the good Samaritan blows open the concept of neighbor.  
So, the mother with an infant child at the border is MY mother as much 
as…well, as much as my biological mother.  A brother who is homeless 
and destitute in the Bahamas is not merely someone else’s brother…but 
mine. 
 
So, to be a disciple, a true disciple, is to subordinate personal good to 
universal good and personal welfare to the welfare of all.  And of course, if 
we are honest, we don’t do that well, or perfectly, or all the time.  But that is 
what is demanded…only everything. 
 
So, if that is the cost of the kingdom, then who would want it?  Or if that is 
the cost of discipleship, who would bear it? 
Well, that is why I’ve included our second scripture lesson.  In this first 
passage, we’ve explored in depth the cost of discipleship or the price of the 
kingdom, and how open and honest Jesus is about it—there can be no 
following halfway. 
 
But in the two brief parables from Matthew’s gospel:  the kingdom of 
heaven is like a treasure hidden in a field, which someone discovered and 
hid.  Then in his joy he goes and sells everything and buys that field.  In 
JOY he goes, because he knows that field is well worth everything he 
has—and more. 
 
Or again the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of fine 
pearls…and upon finding one pearl, one singular pearl of great value…he 
knows he has found what he is searching for and he parts with everything 
else to buy it.  Immediately and unquestioningly. 
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Now in each instance, the buyer has given something of great value—in 
fact every. Other thing he values…in exchange for something of all 
surpassing value.  Think of trading an overarching allegiance to nuclear 
family (the Hatfields and McCoys had an allegiance to nuclear family that 
kept them in a state of constant and mutual self-destruction)—think of 
trading an allegiance to nuclear family for a world where everyone is your 
brother, your sister, your parent, your child.  A family is good—a world 
family is beyond good. 
 
Think of trading the privilege of being wealthy (which is good) for a world 
without the extremes of wealth—a world where everyone has enough, a 
world where the hungry are fed and where my plenty is in service of your 
need (which is infinitely beyond good).  
 
The kingdom—Jesus is truthful—demands our all.  But it’s all-surpassing 
value? 
 
I want to close with the quote from Frederick Buechner which served as our 
preparation for worship: “The kingdom of God is what we, all of us, hunger 
for above all things, even when we don’t know or realize that it’s what we’re 
starving to death for.  The Kingdom of God is where our best dreams come 
from, and our truest prayers.  We glimpse it at those moments when we 
find ourselves being better than we are and wiser than we know.  We catch 
sight of it when, at some moment of crisis, a strength comes to us that is 
greater than our strength. The Kingdom of God is where we belong.  It is 
our home, and whether we realize it or not, I think we are—all of us—
homesick for it.”1 
 
And that sounds like something worth everything.  With not one bit of 
hyperbole. 
Amen 
 

                                                        
1 This quote was first published in The Clown in the Belfry, HarperCollins Publishers, 1992.  It is later included in 
Secrets in the Dark, HarperOne, 2006. 


